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KEY DEVELOPMENTS

A look at this month

Topics at a glance

 u Reduce bond duration  
exposure as central banks  
dial back on stimulus
Short-duration bonds are less 
sensitive to rising interest rates, 
whereas US Financial equities  
will likely benefit from it.

 u Diversify with multi-asset 
funds to navigate changing 
market conditions
During uncertain and volatile times, 
multi-asset funds can help investors 
by diversifying portfolio exposure 
across various asset classes.

 u Europe — an attractive  
opportunity
With relatively attractive 
valuation and exposure to the 
global economy, European 
equities are viable 
opportunities for investors.

Market volatility has 
persisted on the back of 
economic uncertainty

Climate-friendly policies and European 
Union (EU) integration may be further 
pursued. Additionally, with pandemic 
headwinds possibly receding, European 
equities are poised to benefit from 
cyclical recovery.

Invest in Europe to benefit from 
cyclical recovery as consumer 
spending recovers.

What this means for investorsWhat to expect

Concerns over persistently higher 
inflation, supply chain issues and 
slower economic growth have 
weighed on investor sentiments.

Diversify through multi-asset 
funds to navigate through times 
of uncertainty.

Higher inflation expectations have 
caused bond yields to rise, putting 
pressure on central banks to tighten 
their monetary policies.

Reduce bond duration exposure 
to reduce vulnerability to rising 
interest rates.

Germany’s election results 
likely to lead to  

a  coalition government 

Bond yields 
continue to rise

UPCOMING  EVENT

The US Federal Reserve (Fed) is 
expected to commence its 
tapering programme.

Markets will be on the lookout for 
any updates to Fed’s interest 
rate projections. 
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Topic 1:

Diversify with multi-asset funds to navigate 
changing market conditions

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., Dow Jones, FactSet, MSCI, Standard & Poor’s, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. 
Hypothetical portfolios were created to illustrate different risk/return profiles and are not meant to represent actual asset allocation. U.S. dollar total return calculations are based 
on MSCI Total Return, Bloomberg Barclays and J.P. Morgan indices. AxJ stands for MSCI AC Asia ex-Japan and APxJ stands for MSCI AC Asia Pacific ex-Japan. Monthly total returns 
between 30/09/06 and 30/09/21 are used for all asset classes. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.

• Volatile periods in markets are part and parcel of investing. Multi-asset funds can help minimise some of these risks as 
fund managers will use their abilities to create a well-diversified portfolio. History has shown that both time and a 
little diversification can go a long way towards more stable returns.

Views & Implications:

• Market prices tend to fluctuate more as they react to new information. Historically, market movements tend to alternate 
between volatile and low volatility periods. Declines within a year are normal, but overall returns for a full year will likely be 
be positive (Figure 1A). 

• Investors can consider leveraging on multi-asset funds to navigate through times of uncertainty and potential rough 
patches. These funds are managed by asset managers who have strong research abilities and access to a wider set of 
strategies to help them build a portfolio that balances risk and return (Figure 1B).

Source: Bloomberg Finance L.P., FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
*The VIX-CBOE Volatility Index measures market expectations of near-term volatility conveyed by S&P 500 Index (SPX) option prices.

Concerns of supply chain disruptions, energy prices, inflation and China’s 
property market have weighed on recent market sentiments. However, 
not all of these concerns will persist, resulting in periods of time when 
volatility intensifies or recedes, as well as market rotations.
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Figure 1A: Normal to experience volatility while achieving positive returns.

Figure 1B: A diversified approach across various assets tends to provide stable returns.
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Topic 2:

• Rising interest rates potentially make the outlook for fixed income challenging. When interest rates rise, the price of 
fixed income instruments fall. Another way of looking at this is duration. Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of 
the price of a fixed income investment to a change in interest rates. The higher the duration, the greater the effect on 
the price (Figure 2A).

• Conversely, higher interest rates can benefit some equity market sectors such as Financials, which will see higher profit 
margins as they take advantage of rising rates (Figure 2B).

Reduce bond duration exposure as central banks  
dial back on stimulus
Central banks around the world have started to shift their policy 
stance. While they are generally accommodative, more are looking to 
dial back on stimulus, by cutting down on their bond purchases and 
hiking interest rates gradually. Inflation has also been picking up, 
putting more pressure on policy makers to keep prices in check.

• Go for short-duration bonds as they are less sensitive to a rise in interest rates.
• As for equity markets, certain sectors that will benefit from higher rates include US Financials and cyclicals such as  

US Consumer Discretionary equities.

Views & Implications:

Source: Barclays, Bloomberg Finance L.P., FactSet, J.P. Morgan Economics Research, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.

  

Illustrative impact of a 100bps rise in yields on total return, assumes a parallel shift in the yield curve and steady spreads

Figure 2A: Rising rates are a negative for fixed income. 

Figure 2B: Correlations of MSCI AC World relative sector performance to 10-year US Treasury Yield.

Source: FactSet, MSCI, J.P. Morgan Asset Management.
*Data for the correlation in the real estate sector begins 09/09/16. 
Returns are based on price index only and do not include dividends. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current and future results.
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Topic 3:

• Europe is seeing very strong earnings expectations for this year. Its equity valuations (Price-to-earnings ratio) are also at a 
significant discount when compared to the US (Figure 3A). However, the current valuation discount may be unwarranted as 
we do not expect Europe to face a similar crisis that was observed in 2012, where equity valuations fell due to a debt crisis 
and possible double dip recession. 

• European equities will also benefit from the global recovery as they have a higher revenue exposure (Figure 3B).  
Many will see gains from the rebound, which we expect to continue, despite concerns over higher inflation and  
slower economic growth.

Europe — an attractive opportunity 
With the recent German elections likely to lead to a coalition government, 
climate-friendly policies and EU integration may be further pursued. 
Additionally, virus headwinds are waning and there are positive 
factors supporting the European story, which will be boosted by 
consumer, corporate and government spending.

• European equities are well-positioned for the global recovery. They are trading at lower valuations compared to the 
US, and will benefit from the return of global consumer activity.

• Moving into 2022, investors can consider European equities as a viable opportunity.

Views & Implications:

Source: FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. 

Source: FactSet, J.P. Morgan Asset Management. 

MSCI Europe revenue exposure by geography

Figure 3A: Europe is trading at a significant discount.

Figure 3B: European markets have high global exposure.

12 Month Forward Price-to-Earnings Discount of Europe vs US  
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMERS:

The information contained in this publication is given on a general basis without obligation and is strictly for information purposes 
only. This publication is not intended to be, and should not be regarded as, an offer, recommendation, solicitation or advice to buy 
or sell any investment or insurance product and shall not be transmitted, disclosed, copied or relied upon by any person for whatever 
purpose. Any description of investment or insurance products, if any, is qualified in its entirety by the terms and conditions of the 
investment or insurance product and if applicable, the prospectus or constituting document of the investment or insurance product. 
Nothing in this publication constitutes accounting, legal, regulatory, tax, financial or other advice. If in doubt, you should consult your 
own professional advisers about issues discussed herein.

The information contained in this publication, including any data, projections and underlying assumptions, are based on certain 
assumptions, management forecasts and analysis of known information and reflects prevailing conditions as of the date of the 
publication, all of which are subject to change at any time without notice. Although every reasonable care has been taken to ensure 
the accuracy and objectivity of the information contained in this publication, United Overseas Bank Limited (“UOB”) and its employees 
make no representation or warranty of any kind, express, implied or statutory, and shall not be responsible or liable for its completeness 
or accuracy. As such, UOB and its employees accept no liability for any error, inaccuracy, omission or any consequence or any loss/
damage howsoever suffered by any person, arising from any reliance by any person on the views expressed or information contained 
in this publication.

Any opinions, projections and other forward looking statements contained in this publication regarding future events or performance 
of, including but not limited to, countries, markets or companies are not necessarily indicative of, and may differ from actual events 
or results. The information herein has no regard to the specific objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any specific 
person. Investors may wish to seek advice from an independent financial advisor before investing in any investment or insurance 
product. Should you choose not to seek such advice, you should consider whether the investment or insurance product in question 
is suitable for you.

This material issued by United Overseas Bank Limited may be based in full or part on information sourced from J.P. Morgan Asset 
Management and may not represent views of the source in its entirety. Such information is educational in nature, should not be 
construed as research or advice and is not tailored for any specific recipient’s objectives.
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